HONORS
CONVOCATION

SOUTHERN
METHODIST
UNIVERSITY

The Fifteenth of April
Two Thousand and Nineteen at Half Past Five O’Clock
McFarlin Memorial Auditorium
We celebrate SMU’s finest scholars at today’s Honors Convocation.

Gathered in community with students, faculty, staff, parents and friends, we recognize the accomplishments of our awardees, whose intelligence, dedication and hard work have contributed greatly to the life of this University.
ORDER OF EXERCISE

CARILLON CONCERT
Five O’Clock in the Afternoon
John E. Wheeler, Carillonneur
Fondren Science Tower

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
Imperial Brass

WELCOME
Steven C. Currall
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

INVOCATION
Stephen W. Rankin
Chaplain and Minister to the University

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
R. Gerald Turner
President of the University

CONVOCATION ADDRESS
Samuel S. Holland
Algur H. Meadows Dean of
Meadows School of the Arts

SPECIAL MUSIC
“American Anthem”
Gene Scheer
Julia Durbin, vocals
Tara Emerson, piano

RECOGNITION OF UNIVERSITY
David Doyle, Jr.
HONORS PROGRAM MEMBERS AND
Assistant Dean in Dedman College and
HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEES
Director of the University Honors Program

RECOGNITION OF
Steven C. Currall
NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP AWARDS

PRESENTATION OF DEPARTMENTAL,
Joseph F. Kobylka
SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY AWARDS
Marshal Lector and
Associate Professor of Political Science
Greeted by

Rachel M. Ball-Phillips, Director of National Student Fellowships
Marc P. Christensen, Dean and Bobby B. Lyle Professor of Engineering Innovation of Lyle School of Engineering
Thomas DiPiero, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Samuel S. Holland, Algur H. Meadows Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Holly E. Jeffercoat, Dean of SMU Libraries
Stephanie L. Knight, Leon Simmons Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Matthew B. Myers, Dean and Tolleson Chair in Business Leadership of Cox School of Business

CONGRATULATORY REMARKS

Dayna Oscherwitz
President of the SMU Faculty Senate and
ex officio member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Robert H. Dedman, Jr. ’80, ’84
Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees

VARSITY
Julia Durbin

RECESSIONAL
Imperial Brass

OTHER MEMBERS OF THE PLATFORM PARTY

Evelyn L. Ashley, Dean of Students ad interim
Gary Brubaker, Director of The Guildhall at SMU
Kathy Jean Hayes, Platform Marshal and Professor of Economics
Craig C. Hill, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Kenechukwu (K.C.) Mmeje, Vice President for Student Affairs
James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies

GUILD OF MARSHALS

Thomas B. Fomby, Chief Marshal
Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Nathan S. Balke, Procession Marshal
Peter-J.E. Noble, Ceremony Marshal
Kathy Jean Hayes, Platform Marshal
Joseph F. Kobylka, Marshal Lector

SCHOOL MARSHALS
Jennifer L. Dworak, Richard S. Jones, Mark Kerins, Maribeth Kuenzi, Nancy Roberts

UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM AND HONOR SOCIETY MARSHALS
Jill DeTemple, Dennis A. Foster

FACULTY MARSHALS
Randall C. Griffin, Elfi Kraka, William C. Orr
As the educational mainstay and intellectual core of the University, the University Honors Program at SMU serves the highest-achieving students in all majors across campus. Those invited to participate fulfill a seven-course requirement of their University Curriculum in small, often discussion-based classes.

Aisha Ahmed
Meredith Melaine Anderson
Beau Alexander Bequeaith
Hana Eleanor Berry
Taylor Elise Boeckman
Bridget W. Boeger
Emma Catherine Brown
Meredith Suzanne Burke
Anna Grace Carey
Kathryn Adair Carr
Melissa Lynne Chambers
Lewis Floyd Collins
Sophie Marie Cudd
Anna C. Curran
Robert Paul Dalton
Anthony J. DeTorrice
Stejara Iulia Dinulescu
Hanna Denise Dodd
Alexandra Marie Dykeman
Emily Elizabeth Elson
Sarah Jane Fiala
Isabel Marie Gabaldon
Rachel Ern-Yi Gan
Christina Elise Gilchrest
Anna Grace Godoy
Alexander Michael Groszek
Gregory Joel Guggenmos
Natalie Jean Gullo
Madeline Hamilton
Mary Chamberlain Harlan
Megan Elizabeth Hauck
Benjamin Thomas Horton
Abraham James Hwang
Giorgio Yiannis Ioannou
Katherine E. Jones
Florence Yee-ling Kam
Grace Tian-hui Kuang
Sara Magalia
Lindsey Brooke Maglich
Cole Darshan Mariyappa
Alec Bruce Maulding
Alexander M. McNamara
Caroline Grace Meekins
Antoine Mellon
Zachary Logan Miller
Alyssa Suzanne Moino
Rama Mouhaffel
Smythe Robert Mullikin
Maya Elizabeth Muralidhar
Destiny Rose Murphy
Cheyenne Spring Murray
Narcedia Negrete
Madeleine Elizabeth Nerd
Samuel Partida, Jr.
Madeline Faye Paul
Bradley Sidney Potts
Sofia Pullen
Andrew R. Ramsey
Grace Renee Reon
Elizabeth Anne Ridgway
Andrea Joy Salt
Naomi Samuel
Mary Camille Savoie
Sydney Lauren Schmitt
Cydney Kay Snyder
Evan Wallace Snyder
Matthew Brandt Speelhoffer
Christopher Adam Stuchly
Jordan Nicole Tenpas
Marianne Astrid Thrailkill
Katerina Elaine Tsai
Brian Alexander Vazquez
Taylor Victoria Vinson
Courtney Anne Vrij
Cecilia Marie Weigman
Zachary Stafford Wellen
Raviola A. Wenno
Wren Zeller

Honor Societies

Robert Stewart Hyer Society

The Robert Stewart Hyer Society is SMU’s most prestigious honor society, named after the University’s founding president. Candidates must meet a 3.85 GPA requirement, and a faculty committee then makes the final selections based on written essays.

Katherine Virginia Adams
Bo Drebon Beidleman
Archibald L. Brooke
Nathan Dante Ciatti
Sophie Marie Cudd
Quynh-Chi Le Dang
Jessica Marie Elliott
Elizabeth Grace Hanna
Brittany Nicole Hatmaker
Maxwell Edmund Hum
Neha M. Husein
Samuel Tomohiro Jacobson
Noelle Margot Kendall
Caitlin Elyse Kernander
Zoe Sinclair Kerr
Marina Lamb Leventis
Sydney Hunter Lyng
Jacqueline Alexis Malish
MORTAR BOARD

Mortar Board is a national honor society recognizing college seniors for superior achievement in scholarship, leadership and service. Founded nationally in 1918, it is the first honor society at SMU.

Katherine Virginia Adams
Julia Rose Baca
Bo Drebon Beidleman
John Odysseas Bookas
Sabrina Anne Brakke
Alexandrya Nicole Broadnax
Desiree Buzby
Henry Sparks Cohen
Katie Nicole Dickerman
Madeline Sophia Dixon
Sharlene Kaitlin Dunleavy
Blake Russell Elson
Emily Houston Fowler
Sanaa Mohammed Ghanim
Kayla Gabrielle Griffith
Sean Reilly Griffith
Kristen Mackenzie Haggerty
Brittany Nicole Hatmaker
Shelby Elizabeth Hawkins
Lawrence Patrick Keeley
Jordan Elizabeth Kurtz
Patricia Gabrielle Larsen
Victor Grant Makela
Caroline E. Matthews
Alison L. Mikles
Savannah Grace Ostner
Rachael Lynn Owen
Faith Charlotte Perry
Grace Eileen Powers
Megan Katherine Robertson
Cambley Noelle Sassman
Kyra Segraves
Kathryn Joy Skillman
Joshua Henry Sylvester
Katina Zambeta Tsapos
Marlo Gabriella Weisberg

ALPHA CHI

Alpha Chi is a national college honor society founded in 1922 that admits students from all academic disciplines. To be invited to membership, a student must have at least junior standing and a cumulative GPA of 3.90 or higher.

Jamal D. Ali-Mohammed
Johnathan Austin Barr
Dylan Raymond Beams
Karina Becerra
Jarrett Bellin
Lea Francis Bender
Zubair M. Benyacoub
 Trevor William Boulden
Holland Frances Bradley
Alison Elaine Brogan
Julia Anne Buckley
Adele Marie Carlson
Michaelle Theresa Cassidenti
Madison Catherine Clewis
Irvin Collado
Melina Leigh Corriveau
Stejara Iulia Dinulescu
Stephanie L. Dodgen
Sharlene Kaitlin Dunleavy
Jake Addison Garrett
Gabriella Ann Graceffo
Tara Elspeth Greig
Sydney Taylor Grippi
Madeline Hamilton
Elizabeth Grace Hanna
Elizabeth Ann Hawn
Remington Ivana Gayle Hock
Kayla G. Johansen
Zoe Sinclair Kerr
Jacqueline Brittany Kradin
Jesse Fran LaBelle
Patricia Gabrielle Larsen
Jonathan Tobias Lindblom
Sara Magalio
Sara Grace McCann
Catherine Grace McNaghten
Andrew Clayton Moss
Corey Michelle Obot
Giana A. Ortiz
Thomas Wilson Park
Abigail Dana Peterson
Brooke Ann Peterson
Morgan Victoria Peterson
Chandler Lizann Pike
Grace Mary Randall
Megan Katherine Robertson
Miranda Reese Rockhold
Charlotte Ann Schodowski
Kyra Segraves
Michael Andrew Sehlinger
Christopher David Stubblefield
Rachel Erin Thibeau
Rachel Marilyn Thimmig
Gabrielle Rose Tremonti
Healy Shea Vise
Taylor Nicole Wallace
Montana Rose Watts
Caroline Kelley Weibel
Dylan W. Werth
Emma Guo Shufen Woods
Ashton E. Woods
Wenzhou Yuan
PHI BETA KAPPA

Phi Beta Kappa is the nation’s oldest and most prestigious honor society in the liberal arts and sciences, founded in 1776. Senior SMU students selected are in the top 10 percent of their class; juniors selected are in the top 1 percent.

Katherine Virginia Adams
Mustafa Al-dabbagh
Hannah Fariah Ali
Jonathan Roger Arnold
Ian Thomas Axberg
Jett Justine Ballou-Crawford
Dylan Raymond Beams
Olivia J. Beitelspacher
Jenna Kathleen Buckley
Julia Anne Buckley
Meredith Suzanne Burke
Alicia Marie Cantu
Hays Torgerson Cape
Anna Grace Carey
Irvin Collado
Lewis Floyd Collins
Marissa Firenze Corry
Sophie Marie Cudd
Kathryn Danielle Curtis
Leandra Rene Debono
Hanna Denise Dodd
Sarah Chase Dulske
Julie Spicer England
Stephen Anthony Frantz
Shelby Nicole Fry
Hunter J. Gervais
Karla Teresa Gonzalez Estrada
Gregory Joel Guggenmos
Natalie Jean Gullo
Noelle Ann Gushard
Jordan Jacquelyn Hardin
Mary Chamberlain Harlan
Megan Elizabeth Hauck
Neha M. Husein
Natalie Rose Jacks
Noelle Margot Kendall
Kayla Marie Kostroske
Jacqueline Brittany Kradin
Melissa Adrianne Kraft
Lydia Dastous Krull
Grace Tian-hui Kuang
Alexandra Monique Lenczycki
Eric L. Li
Sarah Elizabeth Luckey
Ashley Quynh Huong Mai
Jacqueline Alexis Malish
Marina Mankova
Cole Darshan Mariyappa
Alexander M. McNamara
Byron Vansh Meshram
Zachary Logan Miller
Rebecca H. Moore
Price Thomas Morgan
Rama Mouhaffel

KAPPA TAU ALPHA

Kappa Tau Alpha recognizes academic excellence and promotes scholarship in the communication arts. Membership is a mark of high distinction and honor.

Molley Elizabeth Agapiou
Anna Grace Carey
Lauren Elizabeth Hawkins
Amanda Paige Huber
Elizabeth King
Jessica Lyn Kruebbe
Avery Alexandra Lewis
Sara Magalio
Dalya Chaya Romaner
Catherine L. Scholl
Mary-Bennett Sigal
Larissa Taylor Spies

Julia Aliene Tognotti
Alegra Lamar Volpe
Anna Eleanor Wells
Giovanni Michel Youssef
**Pi Kappa Lambda**

Pi Kappa Lambda was established in 1915 to honor distinguished students for both academic and musical accomplishment.

Kevin Matthew Garza  
Kristin Jean Hodges  
Sarah Ann Holt  
Zachary William Light-Well  
Jennifer Christian Magill  
Natalie Marie Miller  
Raphaëlle Emmy Johanna Siemers  
Christopher David Stubblefield

**Beta Gamma Sigma**

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest national recognition a student in business can achieve. Junior and senior students are invited to join if they are in the upper 10 percent of their class.

Hana Lorraine Alford  
Natalie Dru Barry  
Jacob A. Becker  
Bo Drebon Beidleman  
Bryn C. Bradshaw-Mack  
Milan Marie Brahney  
Alicia Marie Cantu  
Yoon Young Chung  
Sharlene Kaitlin Dunleavy  
Brittany Nicole Hatmaker  
Elizabeth Ann Hawn  
Lillian Stokes Johnston  
Patricia Gabrielle Larsen  
Avery Alexandra Lewis  
Caroline E. Matthews  
Jeffrey Arthur McNelis  
Alison Youngjoo Nichols  
Chandler Lizann Pike  
Megan Katherine Robertson  
Charlotte Ann Schodowski  
Lauren Elizabeth Veith  
Caroline Kelley Weibel  
Ryan Thomas Yee  
Wenzhou Yuan  
Liwen Zhu

**Tau Beta Pi**

Tau Beta Pi was founded in 1885 to recognize those who have conferred honor upon their alma mater by distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as students in engineering, or by their attainments as alumni in the field of engineering.

Allison Mary Ashley  
Joel Ian Booth  
Ramisa R. Chowdhury  
Brystal Rachelle Duppstadt  
Wesley Layton Ellington  
Sarah Jane Fiala  
Gurveer Kaur  
Hussam Aldeen Mazen A. Khresat  
Matthew H. Lee  
Ashley Caitlyn Marshall  
Shenxiao Mei  
Blair Evelyn Saunders  
Evan P. Siewert  
Christopher Adam Stuchly  
Marshall Dane Tiedeman  
David Joseph Troxell  
Andrew Cole Warden  
Raviola A. Wenno

**Chi Epsilon**

Chi Epsilon is an honorary organization that recognizes outstanding civil engineering students who possess characteristics necessary for the pursuit of a career in this field. The organization promotes the status of civil engineering as a profession and aids in the development of professionalism in students.

Melissa Montgomery Brill  
Hussam Aldeen Mazen A. Khresat  
Tianqi Liu  
Julia I. Nolan  
Christopher Michael Stenzel

**Eta Kappa Nu**

Eta Kappa Nu, founded in 1904, acknowledges excellence in the electrical and computer engineering disciplines. Membership is offered to the top 25 percent of juniors and 33 percent of seniors.

Mauricio Francisco Sifontes Salgado
OMEGA RHO

Omega Rho is a national honor society founded in 1976 that recognizes honor and excellence in operations research and management science. Undergraduates must rank in the top 25 percent of the class.

Hedieh Ashrafi  
Sulalitha Maduranga Bandara  
Bowala Mudiyanselage  
Archibald L. Brooke  
Christopher Earles

Samantha Elizabeth Guevara  
Mathew Aaron Oehler  
Lewis Claverie Poche  
Zohreh Raziei

James Austin Stine  
Siavash Tabrizian  
Shi Tang  
David Joseph Troxell  
Alexander Drew Winston

PI TAU SIGMA

Pi Tau Sigma recognizes mechanical engineering students who possess sound engineering ability, scholarship and personality – all important for success in this field. Membership is offered to top junior and senior students.

Alexandra Nicole Binder  
Meredith Suzanne Burke  
Alec Davis DelSota  
Marissa Terese Dusek  
Kathryn Jane Jensen

Abigail Mary Landwehr  
Ethan William Leong  
Russell Bradford Mahaney  
Susan A. Moore

Andrew Ongyonghsin  
Schindler  
Christopher Adam Stuchly  
Carter Davis Wells

UPSILON PI EPSILON

Upsilon Pi Epsilon is the first and only existing international honor society in the computing and information disciplines. It recognizes academic excellence at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

Muaz Abrar  
Sunjoli Aggarwal  
Arely Alcantara  
Johnathan Austin Barr  
Angela Michelle Barsallo  
Riley S. Bates  
David Richards Brauchler  
Kathryn Adair Carr  
Austin Sen Chen  
Yu Chen  
Hayden Thomas Donofrio  
Wesley Layton Ellington  
Emily Marie Fashenpour  
Tyler A. Giallanza  
Samuel Bryan Giles  
Lucas Cordell Hansen

Clayton Alexander Harper  
Momin Irfan  
Ian J. Johnson  
Isaac Joseph  
Carter L. Koehler  
Eli Joseph Laird  
Matthew H. Lee  
Rui Lin  
Shenxiao Mei  
Maiya Elizabeth Muralidhar  
Kristina Ann Ninan  
Natalie J. Noakes  
Sabrina Helen Peng  
Keegan Ky-duuyen Pho  
Michael Kevin Queenan  
Noah Justin Rothchild

Jake Wilkins Rowland  
Mauricio Francisco Sifontes  
Salgado  
Blair Evelyn Saunders  
Kellen Edward Schmidt  
Noah Williams Schweser  
Kyra Segraves  
Nathan Kannaiah Srirama  
Joshua Henry Sylvester  
Linh My Tran  
Remus Valentin Tumac  
Troy Raymond Walker  
Patrick Lawrence Yienger  
Teresa Catherine Yienger
GOLDEN KEY

Golden Key International Honour Society recognizes the top 15 percent of sophomores, juniors and seniors, as well as graduate students, in all fields of study, and is committed to a high standard of scholastic achievement, and an ethos of integrity, innovation, respect, collaboration and diversity.

Elizabeth J. Alm
Gavin John Arison
Alyssa Cates Barrett
Rebekah Milyn Blackmore
David Lancaster Boruff
Katherine Victoria Colig
Nicholas Carlton Crothers
Stephanie L. Dodgen
Benjamin John Donaldson
Kelsey Virginia Dunmire
Kennady Leigh Galloway
Ian Thomas Grieve
Ali A. Jamal
Rebecca Kate James
Michelle E. King
Alexander Scott Koford
Kavita Kaur Liyanage
Catherine Grace McNaghten
David Joseph Moix
Megan Michelle Molthan
Ashley Elisabeth Montgomery
Corey Michelle Obot
William Ty Oelze
Alexandra Nicole Quinn
Grace Mary Randall
Joseph Vance Rose
Schindler
Andrew Ongyonghsin
Mary Fletcher Snow
Ana Paula Torres Correas
David Joseph Troxell
Caroline Kelley Weibel
Andrew Jeffrey Wells

TAU SIGMA

Tau Sigma recognizes the academic achievement of the most outstanding transfer students nationwide and promotes campus involvement of transfer students.

Surin Aryal
Praveen Kumar Bandela
Hillary Alexis Barron
Claire Elizabeth Chase
Peyton Elizabeth Clemens
Weizhen Du
Cristine Marie Espinosa
Casey Chasteen Glynn
Kristen Mackenzie Haggerty
Jaxen P. Howell
Samuel Joseph Incardona
Emma C. Jenevein
Erin Blake McCraw
Jeffrey Arthur McNelis
Kevin Matthew Miles
Enagnon Marina G.
Emmanuelle Olonade
Savannah Grace Ostner
Chanyang Park
Maria Paula Pineda Pedraza
Malori Paige Sanders
Victoria Vivian Valdez

SALUTE

SALUTE Veterans National Honor Society recognizes the academic accomplishments of student veterans, active duty, National Guard and Reserve members.

Nathan Alvarado
Chris Taen An
Brian Timothy Browne
Diana Gayla Cates
Jerry Dean Crayton
Javier Jesus De Castro
Micah Clayton Elerson
Hayley Nicole Lambert
Daniel Laureano
Chanyang Park
William Richard Robertson
Ruben Louis Rocha
Richard Anthony Sanchez
Jerome David Willis
Lewis Lee Yaeger
NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP AWARDS

Goldwater Scholar: Ian J. Johnson
Goldwater Scholarship Nominee: Tyler A. Giallanza; Olivia M. Marx
Current Finalist, Fulbright Teaching Assistantship to Rwanda: Cydney Kay Snyder
Current Finalist, Fulbright Teaching Assistantship to Senegal: Sabreena Nneka Robinson
Current Finalist, Fulbright Teaching Assistantship to Spain: Narcedalia Negrete
Gilman Scholar to France: Sabreena Nneka Robinson
Gilman Scholar to Senegal: Siddhakshi Nirmee Solanki
Gilman Scholar to Thailand: Hideo Ishii-Adajar
National Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates: Tyler A. Giallanza; Carter L. Koehler
Fulbright UK Summer Institute Shortlist: Maria Rosario Katsulos; Peter Michael Wetherbee

DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Robert and Nancy Dedman Outstanding Senior Student: Stejara Iulia Dinulescu
Hamilton Undergraduate Research Scholars: John Hartley Berry; Sarah Elizabeth Bivans; Ian A. Cohen; Kristin Connors; Elijah Marcel Cruda; Kathryn Danielle Curtis; Polina Mia DeClue; Stejara Iulia Dinulescu; Jennifer Marie Edgar; Roxana Farokhnia; Stephen Anthony Frantz; Kasi Ladawn Holcomb-Webb; Maxwell Edmund Hum; Page Elizabeth Hurley; Yasmin Jamalia Jackson; Rebecca A. Jenkins; Madeline K. Jensen; Zenia Jones; Jean Kim; Olivia M. Marx; Alec Russell Mason; Hannah Nicole Massman; Byron Vansh Meshram; Rebecca H. Moore; Rama Mouhaffel; Ahmed Muhammad; Destiny Rose Murphy; Njeshi Senamie Nformi; FNU Nicole Ng Weng Ernn; Dakota Dike Dimegwu Okwuone; Aarthi P. Parvathaneni; Victoria Faith Peters; Elizabeth Victoria Pietsch; Anika Reddy; Brendon Reems; Samantha Sameen Sabour; Sydney Lauren Schmitt; Trinayna Sriram; Joshua Henry Sylvester; Marianne Astrid Thrailkill; Katherine Nicole Tinch; Brianna Rae Vandenburg; Taylor Nicole Wallace; Zhengguang Wang; Xin Yang
Robert Mayer Undergraduate Research Fellows: Terrance M. Alexander; Rachel Mumaw; Amanda R. Oh

HUMANITIES

ENGLISH
Belle Mayer Bromberg Senior Scholar: Gabriella Ann Graceffo
Bromberg Junior Scholar: Stephanie Temi George
Robert L. Beecher Scholarships: Casey Chasteen Glynn; Alyssa Carole Woodruff
Frances Mossiker Prize for Prose – First Place: Emma C. Jenevein
Frances Mossiker Prize for Prose – Second Place: Jordan Elizabeth Kurtz
Frances Mossiker Prize for Prose – Third Place: Destiny Rose Murphy
George Bond Poetry Prize: Gabriella Ann Graceffo
Lon Tinkle Award in Creative Writing: Stephanie Temi George
Margaret Terry Crooks Award for Outstanding Student in Creative Writing:
   Gabriella Ann Graceffo
Marsh Terry Creative Writing Scholarship: Emma C. Jenevein
David R. Russell Memorial Poetry Award – First Place: Stephanie Temi George
David R. Russell Memorial Poetry Award – Second Place: Stanley Charles Macel
David R. Russell Memorial Poetry Award – Third Place: Kathleen Marie O’Malley
Medieval Studies
Ann Whaling Book Prize in Medieval Studies: Thomas Wilson Park

Religious Studies
Isaac Gustave Bromberg Award for Outstanding Work in the Humanities: Emma Guo Shufen Woods
Department of Religious Studies Writing Award: Chloe E. Clark-Soles
Harvey Paul Alper Award for Outstanding Work in an Eastern Religion: Terrance M. Alexander

World Languages and Literatures
Megan Laird and Raiberto Comini Italian Language Award: Patrick Joseph Baldone; Alec Joseph Favarolo; Kyra C. Rozanitis
Isaac Gustave Bromberg Award for Latin: Andrew G. Battany
Philip H. Solomon Award in World Languages and Literatures:
   Arabic: Kayla G. Johansen
   Chinese: Tyler A. Giallanza
   French: Siddhakshi Nirmee Solanki
   German: Hayden Gallatin Medart
   Greek: Chaudhry Nosher Hameed
   Italian: Ryan McCarthy Reed
   Japanese: Yimin Tong
   Latin: Christine Elizabeth Lane
   Russian: Bryn Cassidy Tubb
   Spanish: Vivienne Birthe Alida Kulicke
Kerbow-Sutor Scholarship in French: Julissa Negrete
The McLamore Family Foundation Scholarship in Classical Studies: Chaudhry Nosher Hameed; Edward Augustus Powers
The McLamore Family Foundation Scholarship in Latin: Maxwell Edmund Hum; Evan B. Smith

Natural and Mathematical Sciences

Biological Sciences
Outstanding Senior in Biological Sciences: Katerina Elaine Tsai
Academic Excellence Award in Biological Research: Beau Alexander Bequeaith
Academic Excellence Award in Biological Sciences: Michael Andrew Sehlinger

Chemistry
Charles T. Kenner Award in Chemistry: Audrey K. Kennedy
The Dr Pepper/Lazenby Award for a Graduating Senior in Chemistry: Sydney Lauren Schmitt; Serene Julianna Zidan

Earth Sciences
Goodell-Richards Academic Excellence Award in Undergraduate Study: Yasmin Jamalia Jackson; Emma Katherine Roquemore; Harrison Hall Schumann; Evan Wallace Snyder

Mathematics
John Robert McCaw Merit Award in Mathematics: Momin Irfan
Charles J. Pipes Award for Outstanding Performance in Mathematics: Madeline Hamilton
Natural Sciences

Outstanding Graduating Senior in Biochemistry: FNU Nicole Ng Weng Ernn

Physics

Frank C. McDonald Memorial Award for Excellence in Physics: Sean Patrick Doyle
Robert Stewart Hyer Scholar Award in Physics: Rebecca H. Moore
Chalk Scholarship Award for Excellence in Physics: Taylor Nicole Wallace
Wiley Scholarship Award for Excellence in Physics: Rebecca H. Moore; Taylor Nicole Wallace
Physics Scholarship Award: Christopher Michael Newey; Xixi Zhou

Statistical Studies

Statistical Science Department Award for Academic Excellence: Mary Lena Bleile

Social Sciences

Anthropology

Edward I. and Peggy C. Fry Award for Academic Excellence in Undergraduate Anthropology: Anna Kathleen Wright
Outstanding Senior Student in Anthropology: Aaron Joseph D’Eramo
Outstanding Senior Student in Health and Society: Alexandra Waverly Grace Bridges
Lambda Alpha Iota Chapter Distinguished Achievement Award: Misti Rochelle Tanzy

Economics

Economics Department Award for Excellence: Tristan Francis D’Orsaneo
Josef Hadar Award: Sarah Elizabeth Luckey
Wallace F. Lovejoy Memorial Award: Mustafa Al-dabbagh

International and Area Studies

Franklin Balch Award for Academic Excellence in International Studies: Florence Yee-ling Kam

Political Science

Outstanding Senior in Political Science: Grace Renee Reon
Ora Nixon Arnold Award for Academic Excellence: Bradley Sidney Potts
John Goodwin Tower Award: Anna Grace Carey

Psychology

Award for Outstanding Research by an Undergraduate in Psychology: Page Elizabeth Hurley
Psychology Department Senior Award for Outstanding Performance: Kathryn Danielle Curtis; Kayla Marie Kostroske

Sociology

Walter T. and Helen B. Watson Prize in Sociology: Sabrina Anne Brakke; Lamisa Mustafa Kraft
Outstanding Senior in Sociology: Melissa Adrianne Kraft
Outstanding Senior in Markets and Culture: Emily Anne Fogg
Meadows School of the Arts

Advertising
Temerlin Advertising Institute Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in Creative: Avery Alexandra Lewis
Temerlin Advertising Institute Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in Digital Media Strategy: Hannah Joyce Tymochko
Temerlin Advertising Institute Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in Strategic Brand Management: Dalya Chaya Romaner

Art
The Mary Vernon Painting Prize: Joshua Theodore Jalowiec
Stephen D. Wilder Travel Award: Ian Thomas Grieve
Dan Wingren Award for Outstanding Senior: Chloë Scout Nix
The Frances B. Cowan Outstanding Award in Printmaking: Rachel K. Lewis
Chair’s Purchase Prize: Jasmine Vazquez

Art History
Alessandra Comini Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Art History Major: Madison Elaine Whitaker
Art History Division Outstanding Senior Award: Jenna Kathleen Buckley

Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Outstanding Academic Achievement in Corporate Communication and Public Affairs: Jessica Lyn Kruebbe
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Debate and Speech: Grace Renee Reon
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Organizational Communication: Jessica Lyn Kruebbe
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Political Communication: Allison Grace Aprahamian
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Public Relations and Strategic Communication: Caroline Pollard Curran
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Social Innovation and Nonprofit Engagement: Alexandria Aleece Trahan

Dance
Award for Outstanding Achievement in Dance: Aaron Joseph D’Eramo; Lydia Dastous Krull

Film and Media Arts
Outstanding Scholarly Achievement Award: Giovanni Michel Youssef
Outstanding Creative Achievement in Film/Media Production: Alexandra Elizabeth Sigtenhorst
Nash Parsley Memorial Award for Outstanding Creative Achievement: Alexander Prescott Bouchillon
Outstanding Achievement in Screenwriting for Film and Media Arts: Amanda Murphy Taft
JOURNALISM

Outstanding Achievement in Broadcast Journalism: Caroline Valentine Hogan
Outstanding Achievement in Digital Journalism: Sara Magalio
Outstanding Achievement in Fashion Media: Meredith Kelly McBee
Outstanding Achievement in Writing and Editing: Anna Grace Carey

MUSIC

The Undergraduate Award for Excellence in Music: Julia Durbin; Jonathan Andrew Valenzuela

THEATRE

Undergraduate Award for Academic Excellence in the Division of Theatre: Mikaela Donelle Brooks; Shannon Michelle Gennette; Ellie Ann Gilbert; Christopher Leland Sferra

EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key: Florence Yee-ling Kam; Bradley Sidney Potts; Kelcie Jordan Winters
Outstanding BBA Senior Award: Richard Anthony Keh; Charlotte Ann Schodowski

ACCOUNTING

Outstanding Accounting Major: Florence Yee-ling Kam; Cecilia Marie Weigman
Distinguished Accounting Major: Rebecca Grace Brewbaker; William Holt Garner; Alexandra Kathleen Harrington; Colten James Schwalbe

FINANCE

Outstanding Finance Major: Archibald L. Brooke; Momin Irfan
Distinguished Finance Major: Sofia Alexandra Castells Rendon; Aubry S. Hinners; Samuel Tomohiro Jacobson; Kelcie Jordan Winters

MANAGEMENT

Management and Organizations Department Outstanding Senior Award: Bradley Sidney Potts; Danielle Jacoline Wilson
Management and Organizations Department Distinguished Senior Award: Rochelle Rae Bragaw; MacKenzie Sue Korsi; Madeleine Elizabeth Nerad; Robert Lawrence Pace

MARKETING

Outstanding Marketing Major: Anna Kennedy Beeck
Distinguished Marketing Major: Milan Marie Brahney; Anne Mason Jackson; Naomi Samuel; Cooper Read Wetzel
JC Penney Center for Retail Excellence Outstanding Student Award: Meredith Kelly McBee
REAL ESTATE, RISK MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS LAW
Outstanding Real Estate Finance Major: Erin E. Lazarus; Madeline Jewel Measel

STRATEGY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Outstanding Entrepreneurship Student: Christian Francis Boorom; Gabriel Joan Wolf
Distinguished Entrepreneurship Student: Hannah Rose Beethe; Cecilia Marie Weigman
Outstanding Strategy Student: Bradley Sidney Potts; Courtney Lynn Smith
Distinguished Strategy Student: Florence Yee-ling Kam; Eric L. Li; Robert Richardson

BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

The Mark Shepard Award: Marissa Terese Dusek
The Ed M. Harrison Award: Alexandra Nicole Binder

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
The Ellisor and Tanner Departmental Award for Civil Engineering: Courtney Gabrielle Faye Chance
The Ellisor and Tanner Departmental Award for Environmental Engineering: Raviola A. Wenno
The Dr. Laura J. Steinberg, Distinguished First-Year Civil and Environmental Engineering Award: David Vincent Odine
The Ellisor and Tanner Civil and Environmental Engineering Award for Excellence in Design: Madeline Nicole Smithers

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
The Departmental Award in Computer Engineering: Wesley Layton Ellington
The Departmental Award in Computer Science: Ian J. Johnson
The Rick A. Barrett Memorial Award: Momin Irfan

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
The Finley W. Tatum Award in Electrical Engineering: Andrea Joy Salt
The Departmental Award in Electrical Engineering: Benjamin Stewart Maxey

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION AND SYSTEMS
The Departmental Award in Engineering Management, Information and Systems: Archibald L. Brooke
The Francisco Villagrán Molina Memorial Award: Sarah J. Klein
The Jeff Kennington Young Scholar Award: Jacob A. Mason

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
The Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Undergraduate Award: Nerea Garcia Ramila
The Mechanical Engineering Department Chair Award: Kathryn Jane Jensen; Benjamin B. Ovenshire
Outstanding Pre-Service Educator: Brittany Rigg
Teacher Scholar Award, Undergraduate Secondary: Andrew Jung Henery; Brittany Ann Peterson
Applied Physiology and Health Management Departmental Distinction Award: Christyn Antonelli; Meredith Emmanuelle Dalton; Austin Cole Harris; Kavita Kaur Liyanage; Haley Danette Smith
Applied Physiology and Health Management Departmental Honors: Emma Catherine Brown; Sydney Hunter Lyng
Sport Management Departmental Distinction Award: Charleigh Victoria Berry; Kevin Mccarthy Burke; Zoe Camille Diskin; Brigitte Dunne; Megan Rose Grotto; Connor Powell Kolodziej; Casey Callahan Rose; Elizabeth Marie Whan; Elizabeth Keller Whitlock; Samuel Howard Ott Woodward; Eliana Sara Yellin
Sport Performance Leadership Departmental Distinction Award: Brittany Nicole Adams; Kullen Pono Davis; Makenzie Rayn Ellis; Matthew Lee McNew

SMU Libraries
The Larrie and Bobbi Weil Undergraduate Research Award: Amanda R. Oh

Altshuler Learning Enhancement Center
Ben Thomas Excellence in Tutoring Award: Dan Song
For more than 100 years, SMU has shaped minds, explored the frontiers of knowledge and fostered an entrepreneurial spirit in its seven degree-granting schools. Taking advantage of unbridled experiences on the University’s beautiful campuses and SMU’s relationship with Dallas – the dynamic center of one of the nation’s fastest-growing regions – alumni, faculty and nearly 12,000 graduate and undergraduate students become ethical leaders in their professions and communities who change the world.